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After publicly burning an American flag as a means of political protest, Gregory Lee Johnson was
convicted of desecrating a flag in violation of Texas law. This case presents the question whether his
conviction is consistent with the First Amendment. We hold that it is not.
I
While the Republican National Convention was taking place in Dallas in 1984, respondent Johnson
participated in a political demonstration dubbed the "Republican War Chest Tour." As explained in
literature distributed by the demonstrators and in speeches made by them, the purpose of this event was to
protest the policies of the Reagan administration and of certain Dallas-based corporations. The
demonstrators marched through the Dallas streets, chanting political slogans and stopping at several
corporate locations to stage "die-ins" intended to dramatize the consequences of nuclear war. On several
occasions they spray-painted the walls of buildings and overturned potted plants, but Johnson himself took
no part in such activities. He did, however, accept an American flag handed to him by a fellow protestor
who had taken it from a flagpole outside one of the targeted buildings.
The demonstration ended in front of Dallas City Hall, where Johnson unfurled the American flag, doused it
with kerosene, and set it on fire. While the flag burned, the protestors chanted: "America, the red, white,
and blue, we spit on you." After the demonstrators dispersed, a witness to the flag burning collected the
flag's remains and buried them in his backyard. No one was physically injured or threatened with injury,
though several witnesses testified that they had been seriously offended by the flag burning.
Of the approximately 100 demonstrators, Johnson alone was charged with a crime. The only criminal
offense with which he was charged was the desecration of a venerated object in violation of Tex. Penal
Code Ann. § 42.09(a)(3) (1989). After a trial, he was convicted, sentenced to one year in prison, and fined
$ 2,000. The Court of Appeals for the Fifth District of Texas at Dallas affirmed Johnson's conviction, but
the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals reversed, holding that the State could not, consistent with the First
Amendment, punish Johnson for burning the flag in these circumstances....
We granted certiorari, and now affirm.
II
Johnson was convicted of flag desecration for burning the flag rather than for uttering insulting
words. This fact somewhat complicates our consideration of his conviction under the First Amendment.
We must first determine whether Johnson's burning of the flag constituted expressive conduct, permitting
him to invoke the First Amendment in challenging his conviction. If his conduct was expressive, we next
decide whether the State's regulation is related to the suppression of free expression. If the State's
regulation is not related to expression, then the less stringent standard we announced in United States v.
O'Brien for regulations of noncommunicative conduct controls. If it is, then we are outside of O'Brien's
test, and we must ask whether this interest justifies Johnson's conviction under a more demanding
standard. A third possibility is that the State's asserted interest is simply not implicated on these facts, and
in that event the interest drops out of the picture.
The First Amendment literally forbids the abridgment only of "speech," but we have long recognized that
its protection does not end at the spoken or written word. While we have rejected "the view that an
apparently limitless variety of conduct can be labeled 'speech' whenever the person engaging in the conduct

intends thereby to express an idea," we have acknowledged that conduct may be "sufficiently imbued with
elements of communication to fall within the scope of the First and Fourteenth Amendments."
In deciding whether particular conduct possesses sufficient communicative elements to bring the First
Amendment into play, we have asked whether "[a]n intent to convey a particularized message was present,
and [whether] the likelihood was great that the message would be understood by those who viewed
it." Hence, we have recognized the expressive nature of students' wearing of black armbands to protest
American military involvement in Vietnam, Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School Dist.,
393 U.S. 503, 505 (1969); of a sit-in by blacks in a "whites only" area to protest segregation, Brown v.
Louisiana, 383 U.S. 131, 141-142 (1966); and of the wearing of American military uniforms in a dramatic
presentation criticizing American involvement in Vietnam, Schacht v. United States, 398 U.S. 58 (1970).
Especially pertinent to this case are our decisions recognizing the communicative nature of conduct relating
to flags. Attaching a peace sign to the flag, refusing to salute the flag, and displaying a red flag, Stromberg
v. California (1931), we have held, all may find shelter under the First Amendment. That we have had
little difficulty identifying an expressive element in conduct relating to flags should not be surprising. The
very purpose of a national flag is to serve as a symbol of our country; it is, one might say, "the one visible
manifestation of two hundred years of nationhood."
Pregnant with expressive content, the flag as readily signifies this Nation as does the combination of letters
found in "America."
We have not automatically concluded, however, that any action taken with respect to our flag is expressive.
Instead, in characterizing such action for First Amendment purposes, we have considered the context in
which it occurred. In Spence, for example, we emphasized that Spence's taping of a peace sign to his flag
was "roughly simultaneous with and concededly triggered by the Cambodian incursion and the Kent State
tragedy."
The State of Texas conceded for purposes of its oral argument in this case that Johnson's conduct was
expressive conduct, and this concession seems to us as prudent as was Washington's in Spence. Johnson
burned an American flag as part -- indeed, as the culmination -- of a political demonstration that coincided
with the convening of the Republican Party and its renomination of Ronald Reagan for President. The
expressive, overtly political nature of this conduct was both intentional and overwhelmingly apparent. At
his trial, Johnson explained his reasons for burning the flag as follows: "The American Flag was burned as
Ronald Reagan was being renominated as President. And a more powerful statement of symbolic speech,
whether you agree with it or not, couldn't have been made at that time. It's quite a just position
[juxtaposition]. We had new patriotism and no patriotism." In these circumstances, Johnson's burning of
the flag was conduct "sufficiently imbued with elements of communication," to implicate the First
Amendment.
III
The government generally has a freer hand in restricting expressive conduct than it has in restricting the
written or spoken word. It may not, however, proscribe particular conduct because it has expressive
elements. "[W]hat might be termed the more generalized guarantee of freedom of expression makes the
communicative nature of conduct an inadequate basis for singling out that conduct for proscription. A law
directed at the communicative nature of conduct must, like a law directed at speech itself, be justified by
the substantial showing of need that the First Amendment requires." It is, in short, not simply the verbal or
nonverbal nature of the expression, but the governmental interest at stake, that helps to determine whether a
restriction on that expression is valid.
Thus, although we have recognized that where "'speech' and 'nonspeech' elements are combined in the same
course of conduct, a sufficiently important governmental interest in regulating the nonspeech element can
justify incidental limitations on First Amendment freedoms," we have limited the applicability of O'Brien's

relatively lenient standard to those cases in which "the governmental interest is unrelated to the suppression
of free expression." In stating, moreover, that O'Brien's test "in the last analysis is little, if any, different
from the standard applied to time, place, or manner restrictions," we have highlighted the requirement that
the governmental interest in question be unconnected to expression in order to come under O'Brien's less
demanding rule.
In order to decide whether O'Brien's test applies here, therefore, we must decide whether Texas has
asserted an interest in support of Johnson's conviction that is unrelated to the suppression of expression. If
we find that an interest asserted by the State is simply not implicated on the facts before us, we need not
ask whether O'Brien's test applies.The State offers two separate interests to justify this conviction:
preventing breaches of the peace and preserving the flag as a symbol of nationhood and national unity. We
hold that the first interest is not implicated on this record and that the second is related to the suppression of
expression. 	
  

